Structural changes in a polyelectrolyte multilayer assembly investigated by reflection absorption infrared spectroscopy and sum frequency generation spectroscopy.
The structure of polyelectrolyte multilayer films adsorbed onto either a per-protonated or per-deuterated 11-mercaptoundecanoic acid (h-MUA/d-MUA) self assembled monolayer (SAM) on gold was investigated in air using two surface vibrational spectroscopy techniques, namely, reflection absorption infrared spectroscopy (RAIRS) and sum frequency generation (SFG) spectroscopy. Determination of film masses and dissipation values were made using a quartz crystal microbalance with dissipation monitoring (QCM-D). The films, containing alternating layers of the polyanion poly[1-[4-(3-carboxy-4-hydroxyphenylazo) benzenesulfonamido]-1,2-ethanediyl, sodium salt] (PAZO) and the polycation poly(ethylenimine) (PEI) built on the MUA SAM, were formed using the layer-by-layer electrostatic self-assembly method. The SFG spectrum of the SAM itself comprised strong methylene resonances, indicating the presence of gauche defects in the alkyl chains of the acid. The RAIRS spectrum of the SAM also contained strong methylene bands, indicating a degree of orientation of the methylene groups parallel to the surface normal. Changes in the SFG and RAIRS spectra when a PEI layer was adsorbed on the MUA monolayer showed that the expected electrostatic interaction between the polymer and the SAM, probably involving interpenetration of the PEI into the MUA monolayer, caused a straightening of the alkyl chains of the MUA and, consequently, a decrease in the number of gauche defects. When a layer of PAZO was subsequently deposited on the MUA/PEI film, further spectral changes occurred that can be explained by the formation of a complex PEI/PAZO interpenetrated layer. A per-deuterated MUA SAM was used to determine the relative contributions from the adsorbed polyelectrolytes and the MUA monolayer to the RAIRS and SFG spectra. Spectroscopic and adsorbed mass measurements combined showed that as further bilayers were constructed the interpenetration of PAZO into preadsorbed PEI layers was repeated, up to the formation of at least five PEI/PAZO bilayers.